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1. The Ad Hoc Group was established by the Committee on Trade and Development at
its ninth session held on 26-27 July and its terms of reference are as follows:

(i) carry out an assessment of the results of the Kennedy Round negotiations
for developing countries in the light of the Ministerial Conclusions and
Resolutions of 1963 and 1964 and of the relevant provisions of the
General Agreement;

(ii) identify specific problems that might have prevented fuller action on
particular products or product groups of export interest to developing
countries; and

(iii) report on suggestions for future work on problems in particular sectors
aimed at facilitating the expansion of trade of developing countries.

2. When the Group convened on 26 October it had before it, in addition to the
"preliminary summary" in COM.TD/46 which had been submitted to the Committee in
July, a new summary (COM.TD/48 and Add.1) specially prepared for the Group to
assist in its task of evaluation of those results in relation to the export
interests of developing countries. Whereas the "preliminary summary" showed the
distribution of the tariff rates among different ranges before and after the
Kennedy Round only in terms of the numbers of tariff headings, the new summary
showed the distribution of the pre- and post-Kennedy Round rates, as well as of
the depths of cuts, also in terms of the trado involved. The Group used the new
secretariat study¹ as the basis of its deliberations, especially in regard to
point (i) of its terms of reference. The Group noted that the secretariat study
was not intended to provide an analytically complete assessment of the results and
might be supplemented with additional data in some aspects.

I. General assessment of the results in relation to the trade interests of
daveloping countries

3. The secretariat study consisted of a general survey of tariff reductions made
by six of the developed participants in the negotiations, namely the European
Economic Community, Japan, Swedon, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the

¹Arevised version of this study will be issued to take account of information
and factual comments presented by delegations in the course of the discussion as
well as information supplied by governments.
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United States on a list of selected products of particular interest to developing
countries. Faced with the need to concentrate its study on a few countries the
secretariat had chosen the six named above whose markets taken together accounted
for more than 90 per cent of all imports by all developed countries from
developing countries. It should be noted however that whilst the computations
and aggregates in the study related only to the six participants, account was
taken of reductions made by other developed countries, especially in the descrip-
tive notes relating to particular products.

4. The secretariat study covered 367 tariff headings, divided into twenty-three
product groups or sectors. These products embraced almost all actual imports into
the six developed countries from developing countries (excluding cereals, meat and
dairy products). They included all products in which there had been significant
imports from developing countries into these developed markets in a given year,
and a number of products which had been mentioned in the priority list submitted
by developing countries in connexion with their requests for advance implementation
or deeper than 50 per cent cuts. The latter category included products in which
the developing countries had a potential, rather than actual, export interest.
5. According to the calculations made by the secretariat as set out in COM.TD/48
and Add.1, total imports into the six developed participants from developing
countries, excluding preferential sources, amounted to approximately
$20,080 million in 1964. Excluding the figures for cereals, meat and dairy
products (which amounted to $870 million in 1964) and fuels (on which the customs
duty and levy would seem to constitute only a secondary factor in regulating
trade which amounted to $7,000 million in 1964) the extent to which tho exports
of developing countries into the six developed markets were affected by tariff
reductions negotiated during the Kennedy Round may be described as follows:

6. Of the total $12,210 million worth of such imports into the six participants
in 1964 $7,140 million, or 58 per cent, had been admitted duty free before
the Kennedy Round. (The Kennedy Round resulted in a number of new bindings of
zero duty but the amount of trade covered by the bindings was not calculated.)
Of the dutiable imports of $5,076 million, duty reductions applied to about
$2,980 million, again 58 per cent of this total.

7. Of the total of $12,210 million imports of the order of $6,189 million fell
in the seven commodity sectors (i.e. tropical products, processed foodstuffs,
non-ferrous metals and products, cotton yarn and fabrics, clothing, other
textiles, leather and leather manufacturers) picked out in the secretariat paper
for more detailed study. Of this total of $6,189 million, $2,843 million, or
47 per cent, had been admitted duty free before the Kennedy Round; of the
dutiable$3,346 million, reductions were made on $1,935 million. Of the
$1,406 million worth of trade that received no reductions, over 70 per cent,
amounting to $994 million, was accounted for by tropical products. Similarly,
of the dutiable imports of $1,730 million in products falling outside the
seven sectors, tariff reductions of a varying magnitude applied to
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$1,040 million. Of the $690million receiving no tariff cuts, 52 per cent,
amounting to $360 million, was accounted for by "other unprocessed foodstuffs".

8. In the seven sectors the duty cuts, covering $1,935 millionworth of
imports from developing countries, were distributed as follows: reductions of
less than 50, per cent, $1,120 million, reductions of 50 per cent or more,
$490 million, and duty eliminations, $325 million.

5. The following table, compiled on the basis of the material contained in the
secretariat study, summarizes the statements in paragraphs 6-8 above. It shows
1964 imports into the six developed countries from developing countries (excluding
preferential sources) affected by tariff action taken during the Kennedy Round,
embracing all products covered in the secretariat studies in COM.TD/46 and 48
other than cereals, meat and dairy products, and fuel.

(dikkars million)
No By Duty Total Duty free~~~~~tiablie

red2 !ess t% nor ByminaS cr eelieiin- bfor,e beforX nned-ti0% mo 5C,,'e; reKennedy ound²Ie Riedi
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10. It might be of interest to note in this connexion that the total imports of
the six participants from developed and developing countries in 1964 amounted to
$60 thousand million.Of this total $23 thousand million were already entered
duty free before the Xennedy Round. Tariff reductions were made by these
countries in the Kennedy Round on $26 thousand million of their dutiable imports.

11. The action taken in the Kennedy Round in the non-tariff fields was described
in paragraph 7 of COM.TD/48and referred to as relevant in the commodity chapters
of that secretariat paper.

12. Somemembers of the Group considered that in spite of the fact that in
respect of certain particular sectors or products, total duty elimination or
substantial reduction had, for various reasons, not been fully obtained, the
results of the negotiations, taken as a whole, afforded substantial benefit for
developing countries. whether or not the effective results with respect to the
exports of developing countries were in line with the concessions granted on
imports in general the reductions were extensive and substantial. They covered
a broad range of products of interest to developing countriess and seemed to
provide increased access fer these products to the markets of developed countries.
Some of the concessions specfied in the Kennedy found schedules wouldnot have
been there had it not been for considerations relating to the interests cf
developing counties. The scope and magnitude of the concessions on products of
interest to developing countries for exceededany benefits received by developing
countries from previous negotiatiorns. The developed participants had, moreover;
not scught reciprecity from the developingcountries.Nor had they asked for
concessions inconsistent with the developing countries' trade, developmental or
financial needs.

13. Some members of the Group, recalling the joint statement made by the
participating developing, countries at the conclusion of the negotiations¹,
maintained that the most important problems of most of them in the field of trade
taken up within the framework of those negotiations still remained unresolved.
Some members of the Group were of the view that while the Kennedy Round had
resulted in some tariff reductions on products of interest to developing countries,
these results fell far short of the objectives established for the negotiations.
As the figures produced in the secretariat study showed, on many products of
particular export interest to developing countries, no concessions had been
granted. On many important products the concessions were notional or tended to
fall considerably short of the level of 50 per cent accepted as the hypothesis
for the negotiations. It could not thus be claimed that there had been a bare
minimumof exceptions from the rule of linear reductions. The quantitative
restrictions which affected the exports of many developing countries had, except
for a few quota increases, remained intact. Similarly there had hardly been any
reductions of internaI fiscal charges on trcpical products. The protective

¹GATT Press Release No. 994.
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duties applied by developed countries on processed and manufactured products of
particular export interest to developing countries remained disproportionately
higher than the rates on the sameproductss in unprocessed form; at least in
some cases the tariff escalation appeared to have been intensified. The
principles and procedures on which the negotiations had been based could not take
account of the special development problems of the developing countries and had
thus led to disappointing results for these countries.

II. Identification of problems preventing fuller action

14. The Group agreed that while there mightbe differing assessments of the
magnitude and value of the Kennedy Round results for developing countries, it
was important toattemptanidentification of the problems that might have
prevented fuller action on particular products or product groups, so that
consideration might be given to further action towards the removal of those
difficulties, as envisaged in points (ii) and (iii) of the terms of reference.
In this connexion the Group noted that net all participants had adopted the
linear reduction hypothesis and that a number of developed countries had at the
outset listed a number of products for exceptionfrom linear reduction on the
ground of "overriding national interest". Certain offers had been made
conditional upon suitable or comparable action being taken by other developed
countries. In other cases,offers previously made had been modified at a certain
stage of the negotiations on thebasis of individual assessment by the
participating countries concerned, of the overall balanceobtained.

15. In most cases the lack of "fuller action" would seem to be attributed to
one or more of the following reasons:

(i) Fiscal considerations

Import duties and internal fiscal charges are maintained on this eccount on
tropical products such as coffee, tea, cocoa, bananas and spicces, as well as on
other products.

(ii) Protection

This applies to a wide rangeofproductsincluding agricultural and primary
products as well as industrial products. Import duties applied to like and
competing products for the reason are generally progressive according to the
degree of processing. Where offers had been scaled down with a view to achieving
a balance the withdrawals tended particularlyy to include items on which duties
were applied for protective reasons.

Certain types of non-tariff berriers such as quotas were also motivated by
protective considerations.
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(iii) Preferences

Certain developedcountries provide a preferential margin for various
developing countries with whom theyhave special tradeand economic links. links,
evelopedcountrieseitherlimited extentof theiroffers or madethemaj. Jt of thcir offers or made thern
er countries industrialized countries. This problemzccl countries. This Droble1l
of duty e entry for quspical -. a-frec ortrv frv troe.ical products .

on inthenon-tarifffield i-Iom_ srcti-i;> actie iion-tarif f l

ed action produet inner littleclt± efactist-cfn was takcn ii thc
riers were not the principalorif-r ctYfr trade barrirs wrc net th. -.rii;æal
that tr!!u.tir otthe *t- cuï.rios :iaintTh -solutions tv tith
ctors besoughtthrough irê- o r.es :i crtzJr; secc ovrs sou.ht thr market
measuresat the -rind ne-t sInc.ily t hroeih '-r5o.l vi of z.Easu th, frontier. Li
nd becauseit wasthoughter not in th ;eiï;iy cunc1 bEause it was thought
sued outside thesecf 9;artiol.r con--:lcditi..s wol ce u utsicle teso
r.*Dtiatos.

(y)/ Joint atiLo
reduce or remove, countries felt tlat their te-->lity to r«--.uce or rcovcz

ntries taking actionroducts deended on othnr de 7cld cDuntries ta-king acticr
tomaking their offersrkets. This consideration le.1 to their mcakcinr, their ofers
arding jnditional oasis. ±- scmo iCtatcesth_ condticon rebardin; joint action
eas cade only in th- zxp,-ectation that this EouliCL4 tr, Jetter overall results.
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those emanating fro. velopr&J countries, viz handicr.ft pro-ucts.
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forthcoTmnL.

(ix) ."Sensitivell vroJuot
One of the reasons f,,r which no or limitcd offers wo,_-r.made was that in t

industrial sector a numbe:;Xr Cf ;o.roducts cf D-articular intercrst to cdkolopin,
countries werp considered to 'e rFsEnsitivE:I items i-,y certdeveicpcd countries.
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16. lt was pointed out by some developing countries that one of the problems
in the negotiations was, that,owing to their preoccupation with their
negotiations with other developed countries, the developed countries were
unable to give high priority to the consideration of questions of interest to
developing countries. Some members of the Group maintained that fuller action
in products of interest to developing countries was not prevented by the
failure on the part of the developed countries to accord high priority to such
action as asserted, but by the substantive problems listedabove.

III. Suggestions for future work

17. The Group had an exchange ofviews on item(iii) of its terms of reference
Several members ofthe Group considered that in view of tne fact that the
analysis containedin the secretariat secretariat documentCOM.TD/48had become available
only a few days before themeetingand theGroup had only just proceeded to
the identification of problems experienced in the negotiations, it would be
premature for fhem to make anyrecommendations on future work for facilitating
the expansion of trade of developingcountries. It was pointed out that some
of the problems that had beeninvoked were commonto more than one product
group. It was alsorecalled that the overallsituation in this field,
including proposalsfor further action, would in any event, be reviewed at the
annual session of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES.

18. Someother members of the Group made a number of suggestions which they
wished to see recorded in the report to the Committee on Tradeand Development
and the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Thus it was recalled thatattheend of the
Kennedy Round the developing countries had listed a numberof questions as not
havingbeen settled satisfactorily during thenegotiations, viz. advance

implementation of concessions in favour of developing countries, reduction or
elimination of duties on products of particular export interest to developing
countries, tropical products, commodity agreementscompensation for less of
preferences and removalofnon-tariff barriers. It was suggested that future
work shouldbe continued on these problems. lt was also suggested that for
some of the problemsconcreteresults should. be achieved by the end of the year.
Certain delegations further stressed the need to consolidate the gains achieved
in theKennedy Round. A number of delegationsalsosuggested that consultations
should be initiated as soonas possiblethrough available means in GATT with
viewto institutingnegotiationsonimportant sectors which so far had not
benefited sufficiently or atfrom theKennedy Roundnegotiations, including
such sectors as meat,dairy products, citrus andother fruits and fruit.
products, tropical products, non-ferrous metal manufactures, tobacco and
textiles. A number of other delegations didnot share this view. They
suggested that the normal machinery of GATT,inparticular Part IV of the
Agreement, should be used to dealwithoutstanding issues.
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15. It was also suggested thatthe secretariat might usefully complete the
assessment of the results of the negotiations made, in document COM.TD/48
particularly by identifying products on which after the Kennedy Round serious
problems of tariff protection remained,particularly in relation to the value
added at different stages of processing. It was also suggested that the
incidence of specificduties ona limited number of products of intrest to
developing countries be studied in greaterdetail.

20. It was also suggested that a detailed assessment should be made of the
general incidence of the tariff rates resulting from the Kennedy Round on
products of particular interest to developing countrites as compared with other
products.

21. It was further suggested by some delegations that a commodity-by-commodity
analysis with a view to examining the influence of factors outside the tariff
and non-tariff barriers field indetermining the flow of trade might also be
helpful in illustratingthe scope and pointing out the directions for further
action.

22. Some delegations suggested that a study be made of Kennedy Round
concessions which might afford developinig countries new and expanded export
opportunities of particular importance.


